
SYNOPSIS

This lightweight activity has a little bit of everything! The ‘One Liners’ activity offers quick, succinct 
feedback by posing five direct questions and asking for short or one word answers. 

WHY WE LOVE IT

We’ve learned that localized activities are great for gathering insightful results. ‘One Liners’ is a fast and 
powerful activity designed with only five questions. The results shed light on valuable data such as users’ 
likeliness of adoption and the most recommended areas to improve.

HOW IT’S USEFUL

For Development Teams
• Identify technology improvements

• Identify use cases

For Product Teams
• Gauge interest

• Gauge understanding

• Gauge adoption

ONE LINERS
 Usability/ Adoption/ Identify Focus Communities   •    5 minutes   •    Individual

“Intuitive.” “Outdated.” “Frustrating.” It only takes one word to provide insight into what 
people really think about your app. 

MATERIALSPAIRS NICELY WITH

• Printed ‘One Liners’ cards

• Writing utensils

Pair this activity with the following to gain 
robust feedback on your tool.

• Quick Reactions

• Explain It

• My Story

FACILITATOR GUIDE

• Decide if you’d like to run the activity individually or remotely.

• This activity is great when localized! If the activity isn’t localized already, you can read the questions 
aloud and translate, or write the questions in the local language where everyone can see. Encourage 
participants to respond in their language.

• Before beginning, it’s helpful to suggest that participants take some reflection time before answering. 
Doing so can provide the design and development teams more meaningful and useful feedback. 



HOW IT WORKS: INDIVIDUAL (5 MIN)

HOW IT WORKS: REMOTE (~15 MIN)

INSTRUCTIONS:

1.  Distribute the activity.

2. You may choose to read through the questions aloud providing examples or let the participants begin 
on their own. 

TO PREPARE:

• Choose the app or tool you’d like feedback on.

• Create a group chat in a secure messaging app (WhatsApp, Signal, etc.).

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Introduce yourself and this activity to the group. 

2. Type each question from the activity as a separate message.

3. Have participants reply to each question with their answers.


